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URBAN OWNERS
We are a managing agent specialising in leaseholder led properties, where we put the leaseholders in
control. We manage approx. 4,000 units across the country ranging from 3 flat Victorian conversions to an
estate of just under 500 units. We also have a Right To Manage practice and currently process between 5
& 6 RTM applications a month.

THE GOOD
Right To Manage - Acquisition Process & Constitution
We personally find it works well and seems to be robust in dealing with issues.
The Tribunal
Factually driven on the whole. Balance of process and cost is good - though Barristers should be forbidden.

THE BAD
Right To Manage - Qualifying Buildings
Leaseholders being deprived/hindered of the ability to acquire: Lack of Multi-block RTM, 25% rule for nonresidential. Lack of Estate RTM.
Could we allow multi block if on the same freehold title(a start), Could we increase the % of non-residential
to 33%, could we include Estates under the same freehold title.
Hidden Sales Commissions - especially insurance
Disclosure is key - CMA study recommended disclosure of such on the annual service charge accounts.
Could we look to include in the next version of TECH/03 | RICS Management guide.(though no reporting of
funds as corporate funds)

THE UGLY
Right To Manage - Repeated Challenges on the same issue
Freeholders' Solicitors wasting money and effort of Tribunal on the same challenges: single signature,
definition of premises, reasonable costs
Potentially have a list of precedents maintained by the Tribunal such that if a freeholder uses such a reason
in a counter claim and takes it to tribunal, the freeholder will be penalised with extra costs.
Older Leases - Lack of/inconsistent key clauses
Older leases especially hinder effective management especially as properties move away from freeholder
control. E.g. Lack of Reserve Funds, lack of collection in advance, lack of recovery of costs for chasing late
payers.
Potentially have new legislation that allows 'override' clauses to be defined in statutory instruments, that
override clauses in a lease… slowly move lease management to a set structure like commonhold by
incrementally adding to the 'override' clauses in the statutory instrument.
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Leasehold Points
Failings
1. Leases continue to be written with clauses empowering freehold landlords with the ability to
make decisions that financially reward the Freeholder but are paid for by leaseholders
through a service without the leaseholders having the ability to contest those charges
2. Freeholders are able to earn insurance commissions on the placing of insurance without
providing any services at all (e.g. work related to underwriting information, premium
collection or claims management).
3. No qualification or accreditation is required to practice as a managing agents (who hold sometimes significant amounts of- client monies in trust). This is an uncompetitive
environment for those managing agents who pay for the control infrastructure to protect
their clients’ interests – versus unregulated managing agents who do not abide by any
professional code of practice.
Working
1. The Right to Manage facility requires a simple majority without cause, however it is rarely
successful in large blocks where a majority vote cannot be easily achieved. Quite often
because too many of them are buy to let or overseas owners.
2. ARMA Q’s new standards are to some extent, publicising the need for professional conduct
in the leasehold market.
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1. Complexity of leasehold law generally and combined with lease structures which not
designed for the average owners to understand the conveyance process needs to increase
leasehold knowledge of each purchaser.
2. No concept of lease being a wasting asset generally and no grasp that 80 years remaining on
the term is the trigger date in the higher calculation purposes for lease extensions.
3. When needed it is the changes of old lease terms generally that is problematic through the
FTT or conventionally with deeds of variation with high combined costs and achievement of
any simple agreement with all parties.
4. Property managers who have no regulation control, with this who do not have compliance in
their processes and that will also include some self-managed groups. There is also a clear
conflict of interest with differing agendas for remote property owners who are also
managing.
5. Three party leases where there is no clear and simple removal of manager clause.
6. No law similar to the leasehold protection for amenity service change management for
freehold house on sites even where there are shared services to the leasehold laws
(however flawed).
7. Data on handover of accounting information and moneys held especially where RTM
companies are involved in the take over
8. Cost level and the time taken for section 20 processes especially in blocks with often older
difficult leases.

